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An abstract Selberg principle is proved for a smooth compactly supported func- 
tion f on a connected reductive p-adic group which is the trace of some idempotent 
tn, n)-matrix. This Selberg principle states that the orbital integral off, relative to 
a non-compact element, vanishes. This generalizes the work of Julg and Valette, 
who treated the rank one case. Versions of the abstract Selberg principle are proved 
also for finite groups and for discrete groups. Computations of the Hochschild and 
cyclic homology of the convolution algebra of compactly supported functions are 
given. t- 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper gives an algebraic proof of the following abstract Selberg 
principle for a connected reductive group G over a non-archimedean local 
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field F. Let C,“(G) be the convolution algebra of compactly supported 
smooth functions on G. We prove that for e any idempotent element in the 
matrix algebra M,(C,“(G)) and any regular semisimple element 7 of G, 
which is non-compact, he orbital integral 
I Tr(e)(m-‘)& G/G, 
is zero (see Theorem 4.10). If F is of characteristic zero, this vanishing then 
holds for any non-compact element of G. 
The method of proof uses the low-dimensional Hochschild and cyclic 
homology of the C-algebra C,“(G). It is a general fact, due to Connes 
[ll], that the idempotent e has a Chern character in periodic cyclic 
homology. This implies that the class of Tr(e) in the zeroth Hochschild 
homology group HH,(C,“(G)) = C,“(G)/[C,Y(G), C,?(G)] is in the kernel 
of the map B’: HH,,(C,?(G)) -+ HH,(C,“(G)). 
In order to exploit this information, one needs to study these Hochschild 
homology groups and the map B’. In general HH,( C,“‘(G)) is equal to the 
differentiable homology group H,(G, C,“(G)), where G operates on C,“(G) 
by conjugation. It is difficult to compute these groups in general, but for 
U a conjugation-invariant open set of G, consisting of regular semisimple 
elements, we define and compute localized Hochschild homology groups 
HH,(C~(G)),, which are isomorphic to H,(G, Cp( U)). 
If H is a Cartan subgroup of G, and U consists of elements of G 
conjugate to a regular element of H, we obtain in Section 5 a commutative 
diagram 
with the following notations. X is the group of F-rational one-parameter 
subgroups of H, o: H + X is the natural valuation map, 6 maps a function 
f to the X-valued function h H f(h) . u(h), and 2, associates to a function 
f on U its orbital integral l,(f)(h) =JGIH f(ghg-‘) dg. The map 1;’ is a 
sort of higher orbital integral. 
It follows that if fe CT( 17) belongs to Ker(B’), the orbital integral 
I,(f)(h) is zero whenever he Hreg satisfies u(h) # 0, i.e., whenever h is non- 
compact. To obtain such f from the function Tr(e), one simply multiplies 
Tr(e) with a suitable conjugation-invariant function supported in U. 
The following historical remarks about this abstract Selberg principle 
may be in order. Harish-Chandra [18, III, Lemma 451 proved that the 
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orbital integral ZH(f) vanishes iffis a cusp-form; he called this result the 
Selberg principle. Now super-cusp forms are essentially matrix coefficients 
of supercuspidal representations [ 18, Part III] and the orthogonality rela- 
tion for such matrix coefficients [ 18, Part I] shows that-up to a scalar- 
they give idempotent elements in C,“(G). On this basis, it was suggested by 
A. Connes that there should be an abstract version of the Selberg principle. 
involving idempotents of C,“(G), hence K-theory. 
Such an abstract Selberg principle was first proven by Julg and Valette 
[20] for semisimple groups over a local field of split rank one. The result 
of this paper reduces to theirs in the case of rank 1 groups. However, Julg 
and Valette also proved an abstract Selberg principle which applies to an 
algebra of functions on G with rapid decay [21]. 
The method of [20,21] uses analysis on the Bruhat-Tits tree, in 
particular a Fredholm module constructed from the tree. We have come up 
with the present algebraic method from the point of view, rather explicit in 
non-commutative differential geometry, that the dual G of G should be 
viewed as a “non-commutative manifold,” and the Hochschild homology of 
C,“(G) is equal to some space of differential forms on G. One then easily 
comes up with the strategy of proof which we have summarized above. 
The importance of compact elements in p-adic groups, as opposed to 
elliptic elements, is emphasized in work of Casselman [8], Clozel [lo], 
and Deligne [ 131. Most results of this paper were obtained during the 
academic year 1985-1986, and were announced in [S]. In that article, a 
rather cumbersome method was followed to compute the differential B’. 
The simpler method given here (in Section 5) was developed in the winter 
of 1989. 
We now summarize the contents of this paper. In Section 1, we recall 
the necessary notions concerning Hochschild and cyclic homology, and 
Connes’ map from the Grothendieck group of a C-algebra to periodic 
cyclic homology; we emphasize algebras without unit. In Section 2, we give 
the relation between the Hochschild homology of C,“(G) and differentiable 
group homology. In Section 3, we introduce the localized Hochschild and 
cyclic homology with respect to a conjugation-invariant open set U. 
In Section 4, we describe the map from the localized Hochschild homol- 
ogy HH,(C,“(G)), to HH,(C,“(H)) for Ha Cartan subgroup of G, and U 
the set of elements of G conjugate to a regular element of H. This map is 
inspired by bivariant cyclic homology. Concretely, it involves integrals on 
the Cartesian power (G/H)‘+ ’ of an orbit. We then use Fourier trans- 
formation on the abelian group H to find a map from HHj(CP(G))U to 
differential forms on the Pontryagin dual fi (Proposition 4.9). The abstract 
Selberg principle easily follows. 
In Section 5, we discuss the relation of the localization maps in 
Sections 3 and 4 with Shapiro’s lemma in differentiable homology, and we 
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present a conjecture (Conjecture 5.4). In Section 6, we give detailed 
calculations of the various homology groups for X(2, Q,); these show 
remarkable similarities with the theory of Shalika germs. In Section 7, we 
give a version of the Selberg principle for modular group representations, 
which is obtained by very similar methods, It involves a new condition for 
elements of a group, the so-called p-compactness. In Section 8, we compare 
the formula for the restriction map in group homology, obtained by the 
method of Section 4, with the formula given by Eckmann [ 143. The 
Appendix gives a presentation of the relative &-group in terms of 
idempotents in matrix algebras. 
As the study of orbital integrals is a central topic of the theory of reduc- 
tive groups, we hope that the higher orbital integrals introduced here will 
also show their usefulness in this theory. The next challenge will certainly 
be the study of bivariant cyclic homology groups for convolution algebras, 
in relation with Langlands functoriality and transfer of orbital integrals. 
We also hope that the present methods, together with a sprinkling of 
harmonic analysis, will prove the abstract Selberg principle for a suitable 
Schwartz algebra, both in the real and the p-adic case. 
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how the abstract Selberg principle for regular semisimple non-compact 
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Serre, Alain Valette, and Marie-France Vigneras for useful discussions and 
for their interest in this work. Special thanks are due to Jean-Louis Loday 
who read a first version of the paper and suggested a number of 
improvements, in particular the correct definition of Hochschild homology 
for a non-unital algebra. We again thank Vigneras for her many valuable 
comments on the paper, for the many corrections she suggested, as well as 
for pointing out a better interpretation of the constructions of the higher 
orbital integrals. We are grateful to Clozel and to Alain Guichardet for 
their many critical comments on the manuscript. We also thank the MSRI 
at Berkeley for inviting each of the authors to give talks on this material. 
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1. CYCLIC HOMOLOGY OF THE ALGEBRA C (7 (G) 
Let X be a locally compact topological space. Following standard 
terminology [29], X is called totally disconnected if it has a countable 
basis consisting of compact open sets. A functionf: X+ @ is called smooth 
if it is locally constant. Let CF (I’) denote the vector space of compactly 
supported smooth functions. 
LEMMA 1.1 [29, Sect. 1.11. (1) Let X be a totally discontinuous locall] 
compact topological space, and let Y be a closed subspace of X, and 
CT = X’\,. Y the complement. Then there is an exact sequence 
(2) Let X and Y be totally discontinuous locally compact topological 
spaces. Then there is natural isomorphism C ,” (X) @ C cx ( Y) 2 C ,? (X x Y). 
Let G be a totally discontinuous locally compact topological group. 
Then there is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 1 consisting of 
compact open subgroups [29, Sect. 1.23. Choose a Haar measure on G, 
which will be denoted dg. Define the convolution product on C’F (G) by 
LEMMA 1.2. (1) The product * makes C<?(G) into an associative 
algebra (not unital unless G is discrete). 
(2) The algebra C,“(G) is the direct limit, over the set of compact 
open subgroups K of G, ordered by inclusion, of the subalgebras C,( K\G/K) 
of compactly supported K-bi-invariant functions. Each algebra C,(K\GIK) is 
unital. 
The Hochschild complex C,(A) of a @-algebra A with unit is the 
complex 
. ..-.. A@JfP+l).b, A b @Pb, . ..-. A @2--L A, 
where A@ (p + ‘) is placed in degree p. The homology of C,(A) is called 
the Hochschild homology of A and is denoted HH.(A). For a non-unital 
k-algebra A, the most natural definition of Hochschild homology is the 
homology of the double complex with two columns 
X40/109/2-6 
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b 
I 
b’ 
A@J (p+l) ( 1-r A @iPfl) 
b 
I 
b’ 
I 
. . . . . . 
b 
I 
b’ 
I 
1-r 
Am2 - AB2 
b 
I 
b’ 
I 1-t A - A 
in which A@ (p+” in the first column is placed in degree p, and A@ (p+l’ 
in the second column is placed in degree p + 1. 
We refer to [24] for the definitions of the operators 6, b’, and t used in 
this double complex. Recall that according to [34], the k-algebra A is 
called H-unitaf if the complex 
b’ 
. ..-. A@ (P+-l)h’, A@P b’ , ... 
is acyclic. In that case, HH.(A) is also the homology of the usual complex 
. ..b+ A@(P+‘)h A b @Pb...-,A @2b A, 
where A @ (p + ‘) is in degree p. 
We will see below that C:(G) is H-unital. For this algebra we have 
C,“(G)@“P+“=C,“(GP+l ), hence the above complex may be rewritten as 
. ..b C,“(G Pfl I--“, C;(GP) 6 . . ., 
where b is given by 
W-)(gov ...y -1 giv gi+lY...T gp)h 
+(-1)q-/(g-‘g0, g1,**., gp-19 g)&* (1.1) 
In Section 2, we relate the Hochschild homology of C,“(G) to differen- 
tiable homology. At present we go on to consider the double complex of 
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Connes [11] and Loday and Quillen [24]. For any C-algebra A, this 
double complex B..(A) is given by 
b 
I 
b’ 
I 
h 
I 
A@tP+l1( ‘--I A cs(P+l)‘ ,,d A @tP+l) ( L-r .,, 
b 
I 
b’ I h I 
1-I A@P - A @ P + ‘A’ 1-r A@‘p +-... 
b I b’ I b I 
The homology of this double complex is the cyclic homology of A, and 
is denoted by HC,(A). Note [ 11,241 that the total complex of this double 
complex is quasi-isomorphic to the complex 
b 
. .-, A@‘P+“/Im(l-t)A A@p/Im(l-t)L . . . . 
There is a natural map from C,(A) to this complex, or to B,,(A); this 
induces the map I: HH,(A) + HC,(A). 
Note that there is self-map S of degree -2 on the double complex 
B..(A), which maps A@’ p to itself identically. 
LEMMA 1.3. If A is a direct limit of unital C-algebras, the 
b’-complex... -+A@(P+‘)+A@P+ . . . is acyclic; in other words, A is 
H-unital in the sense of Wodzicki [34]. 
This implies that for G a locally compact totally disconnected topologi- 
cal group, C,“(G) is H-unital. 
When A is H-unital, the first spectral sequence for B..(A), written as a 
homological spectral sequence, has E r-term 
if p iseven 
if p is odd. 
Hence the differential d’ is zero, and E* = E’; the differential d’ maps 
HH,(A) to HH,, ,(A), and is denoted by B’; B’ is induced by the map 
B=(l-t)sN:A~pPAA((P+l), ifs is a homotopy for the b’-complex. 
Given such a homotopy S, one may follow the method of Loday and 
Quillen [24] to find another double complex C,,(A) which is quasi- 
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isomorphic to B..(A). Then one has the double complex C.,(A) of Connes 
[lo, 111, in which all differentials decrease degrees: 
b 
I 
b 
I 
b 
I 
AC9 (p+l) +!L A@P B +-mA@(P--l).B... 
b 
I 
b 
I 
b 
I 
A@“p ‘BA @((P-l), B A cafP--2)( B . . . 
b 
I 
b 
I 
b 
I 
The homology of this double complex is equal to the cyclic homology 
IX,(A), and one has the Connes spectral sequence 
This coincides with the spectral sequence of the double complex B,,(A), up 
to a shift of the indices. One also has the exact sequence of Connes and 
Tsygan [ll, 12, 321 
..- + HH,(A)---i, K,(A) s HC,-,(A) a HH,-,(A)... +. 
Note that B’= BoZ. In the case of A = C,“(G), there is an explicit 
homotopy s of the &-complex associated to the choice of a function 
1 E C;(G) with integral 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let s: Cm(GP) + CE(Gp+‘) be defined by 
a-)(&~ g13 .-.9 &)=x(go)f(go~ g1, g2, .--, g,). 
Then s is a homotopy for the b’-complex. 
Proof: We have to show that sb’ + b’s = id. Let f E C”(GP). Then 
(b’sU-)(g, 9 ve.3 sp) 
= 
s 
G Xk)fkl, ..-v gp) &-jG x(g,)f(g, gv g-k,, g,, ---y gp) dg 
+ E (-1)i+‘X(g,)~of(g,g2,g,,..., gi-1, gv g -1 gi, gi+l,***r gp)& 
i=3 
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=.f(g,, ...I &J-xk,) p-k? g-k, ET29 g3, ...3 &Ah! 
+x(&Y,) li t-l)i+‘I,f(glg*r g, ?...V g7 C'gi, g,+ 13 '..3 gp) & 
i=3 
=f(g,, ..., g,hdg,wY)(gl g2, g3, ..'% g,) 
=f(s,, .'., g,HWNg,, . ..v g,) 
This proves that s is a homotopy. 1 
This leads to an explicit formula for B = (1 - t) sN. 
As in [ 161, one may also introduce the periodic cyclic homology of 
a (non-unital) @-algebra A. First there is a periodic version By(A) of 
the double complex B,.(A), which may be defined by Br’(A) = 
lim niBi+.,,+.-i, where the transition maps are induced by S. In other 
w”ords, By’(A) is the inverse limit of the double complexes B.,(A)[n, n], 
where [p, q] denotes translation by the bi-degree (p, q) to the left. The 
morphism of complexes B..(A)[n, n] -+B..(A)[n-l.n-l] isinduced by 
S. As in [16], one has the exact sequence 
O+b ‘HC;+,+zn (A)-rHC”‘(A)-,!ilJlHC,+,,(A)+O, 
where the groups HC,, Zn (A) form an inverse system according to the 
periodicity map S and its iterates. 
There are trace maps BF”‘(M,( A)) + BP”‘(A) for the periodic complexes 
and for the other complexes as well. These are defined as in [24]. 
In the case of A = C F(G), this periodic complex is quasi-isomorphic to 
the complex Cr’(C,“(G)) defined as follows. The term C$r(CF )(G) is 
equal to ni cZ“?(G’~+~ ). The horizontal differential is B, the vertical 
differential is b. 
The Chern character of Connes [ 1 l] for a unital algebra A is the map 
ch: K,(A) + HC $‘(A) defined as follows. The Grothendieck group &(A ) 
is generated by idempotents e in matrix algebras M,(A). For such e, 
ch(e)E B,P”(A)=n,., BP,P(A)=~paOA@‘P+” is the infinite sequence 
(XC,, -xl, . . . . xk, -). with ~~z,=Tr((-1)‘((21)!/f!)e@“2’f”) and .Y 2/L I = 
Tr(( - 1)‘((21)!/2 .I!) e@’ *‘). 
If A is not unital, the group K,(A) is defined as the relative group 
&(A +, A), where A + = A @ @ . 1 is the algebra obtained by adding a unit 
1 to A (see the Appendix). Let E: A + + @ be the augmentation. Then there 
is a Chern character K,(A) + HC r( A +, A), where this relative periodic 
homology is the homology of the complex BY( A +, A) := 
Ker(Br’(A+)A By(@)). 
Recall from the Appendix that K,( A +, A) is generated by triples (e, .h z ), 
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where e and fare idempotents in M,(A +) for some n, and z is an element 
in GL(n, C) satisfying z *s(e). z-’ = s(f). To such a triple, we associate the 
cycle ch(z.e.z-‘)-c/r(f) in the complex Br’(A +, A). This is compatible 
with the equivalence relation on such triples, hence defines the Chern 
character. The composition of ch with the natural map HCr(A) + 
HC,,(A) gives the Chern character c/r’*“: K,(A) + HC,,(A), in the notation 
of Karoubi [22]. 
In case A is H-unital, it satisfies HCy(A)a HCy(A +, A) by the exci- 
sion theorem of Wodzicki [34]. Hence the Chern character may be viewed 
as a map ch: K,(A) + HC’r’(A ). The Chern character c/t”‘: K,(A) -+ 
HC,(A) is simply ch’“‘((e,f,z))=Tr(z.e.z-‘-f). However, we do not 
have such nice formulae for the higher Chern characters C/Z(“). Still, from 
the isomorphism HC$‘(A)r HCr’(A +, A), we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let A be a H-unital C-algebra. Then, for (e, .f, z) in 
K,(A), we haoe B’(Tr(z.ez-’ -f)) = 0 in HH,(A). In particular, if e is an 
idempotent in M,(A), we have B’(Tr(e)) = 0 in HH,(A). 
Let now G be a (finite-dimensional) real Lie group. Then C,“(G) will 
denote the convolution algebra of compactly supported smooth functions 
on G. We then introduce the appropriate versions of the complexes 
C,(C,“(G)), B..(C,“(G)), etc. In doing so, instead of using topological ten- 
sor products, we replace everywhere C,“(G)@ p by CF(GP). One sees easily 
that all the complexes can be defined in this context. Furthermore, 
Proposition 1.4 still holds, with the same proof. The Chern character may 
be defined by the same method, and the excision theorem of Wodzicki 
still applies (more precisely, the proof of the implication (e) =S (d) in 
Theorem 3.1 of [34] easily adapts to the present situation), so that the 
analog of Proposition 1.5 holds true. 
2. H~CHXHILD HOMOLOGY AND DIFFERENTIABLE GROUP HOMOLOGY 
We prove a version for Lie groups of the MacLane isomorphism 
between group homology and Hochschild homology of the group algebra. 
In this section, G is a real or p-adic Lie group. We need the notion of a 
differentiable G-module. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (1) Assume G is a p-adic Lie group. A differentiable 
G-module is a complex vector space V, together with an action of G on V, 
denoted by gH (u H g . u), such that the stabilizer of any u E V is open 
in G. 
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(2) (See [3,4].) Assume G is a real Lie group. A differentiable 
G-module is a complete locally convex topological vector space V over @, 
together with an action of G, denoted by g w (II H g . u), such that the 
following three properties hold: 
(Dl) The image of a compact subset of G is an equicontinuous set 
of functions V-+ V. 
(D2) For any v E V, the function g H g. LI is of class C %. 
(D3) The map vt+(gHg.v), from M to the space CF(G, V) is 
continuous. Here the vector space C : (G, V) of smooth maps from G to V 
is equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on compacta of 
partial derivatives of all orders. 
In the p-adic case, one often speaks of admissible G-modules. Recall that 
for V a differentiable G-module, V becomes a C,7- (G)-module by the 
formula f * u = jG f( g) g. v dg. For a differentiable G-module V, the 
differentiable group homology Hd’“(G, V) may be &fined as the homology 
of the standard complex C fi”( G, V), 
. ..- C,“(G , )---+ P+lv d C:(GP, V) - . . . . 
where 
4f)(g, 7 . . . . g,J=JG g-'.f(g, glt..., g,)dg 
+i~,(-l)ijGf(gw~~. g, ~~ , , g, g - 'R;, ..., g,) & 
+(-l)Pf’ I Gf(g,, . . . . g,, g)dg. (2.1) 
DEFINITION 2.2. A differentiable (G, G)-bimodule is a differentiable 
G x G-module. 
As a matter of notation, we prefer to view a (G, G)-bimodule as a vector 
space endowed with a left action of G (notation g H (v H g . u)) and a 
right action of G (notation gH (UN v. g)). Let V be a differentiable 
(G, G)-bimodule. Define the Hochschild complex C,(C,“(G), V) to be the 
complex 
... - C,m(G PC’, V)-L C,“(GP, V)---+ . . . . 
where Cz(GP, V) is put in degree p and the differential b is given by the 
usual formula 
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+ig, (-l)‘jGf(g,,...> g, g-‘gim g,)dg 
+(-l)p+’ s g .f(slv . ..v gp, g) dg. (2.2) G 
The Hochschild homology HHy”(C,“(G), V) is defined to be the homology 
of this complex. 
On the other hand, one may view the (G, G)-bimodule V as a G-module 
under the diagonal action g++ (u I+ g. u. g-‘). We denote this (differen- 
tiable) G-module by Vad. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume G is unimodular. Then the map T: CI?(GP, V) 
+CT(GP, V) defined by, T(f)(g ,,..., g,)=g,...g,f(g ,,..., g,) gives an 
isomorphism from the complex C,(C,“(G), V) to the complex C,(G, Vad). 
Hence T induces an isomorphism from the Hochschild homology 
HH,(C,“(G), V) to the differentiable group homology Hf’(G, Vad). 
Proof We first observe that since V ad is viewed as a G-module via the 
diagonal action, the first term in formula (2.1) for d(f)(g,, . . . . g,) must 
now read JG g.f(g-‘, g,, . . . . g,).g-‘dg. We then have 
T(b(f ))(g, 9 a.., gp) = g, . . . gp . s (;f(g-‘9 g,, . ..v g,bg-‘dg 
+ i (-lh? . ..g.- f(g,,...,g,g-‘g,,...,g,)dg 
i=l I G 
+(-l)P+‘gl-~gp~ g.f(g,,...,g,,g)dg. s G 
On the other hand, we have 
4 T(f ))(g, 3 ..a, g,) 
= 5 -1 g.g -g, G . ..g.f(g-‘, gl,..., g,).g-‘dg 
+(-I)‘+’ gl...gpg.f(g,,...,g,,g)dg I G 
= T(b(f ))(glv . ..v gp). I 
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A bimodule of special importance is V = C cX (G) itself. The left action of 
G is by left translations, the right action of G by right translations. Then 
there is an isomorphism I+!I: CF(GP, CP(G))aC,“(G”+‘), such that 
Il/(f)(g,7 ...7 g,+I)=(f(g,, . . . . g,))(g,+,). I(/ gives an isomorphism from 
the complex C,(C,?(G), C,?(G)) to the Hochschild complex C,(C,“(G)) 
considered in Section 1. We note that $ will not be a homeomorphism 
unless G is compact [17, Chap. II, p. 851. However, this will not affect the 
constructions which follow, since they do not use the topology of the 
vector spaces involved. 
In case V=C$(G), the standard complex C,(G. CcX(GYd) can be 
viewed as the complex 
. ..- C~~(Gp+‘) d CL7 (G”) - . . . . 
where 
d(f)(g I,..., gp)=jGfcg-l, g, ?...T gp-I? g-‘gpddg 
+pf (-1)’ jl;f(g,, . . . . g,-,, g, g--k,, . ..V g,) ds 
I 
+(-l)“J-J-(g*~.... &?,-I, g, g,)& (2.3) 
We next want to study an action of the algebra RX(G) := C “(G)G of 
conjugation-invariant smooth functions on G on all the complexes we have 
considered for the bimodule C,“(G). It is clear from Proposition 2.3 that 
such an action should exist, as R”(G) operates on C,X (G) by multiplica- 
tion operators, which are continuous and commute with the adjoint action 
of G, hence act naturally on the differentiable homology groups. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. (1) R”(G) operates on the standard complex 
C.(G, C3Wd) b h.f(g,,..., g,+,)=h(g,+,).f(g,,..., g,+,). 
(2) R”(G) operates on the Hochschild complex C,(C,“(G)) b? 
h.f(gl,...,gp+,I)=h(g,...gp+I)f(g,,...r g,,,). 
(3) The isomorphism of complexes T is R “( G)-linear .for the actions of 
(1) and (2). 
Proof: Part (1) follows from formula (2.3) for d, in which the last 
group element is always conjugate to gp. Part (2) follows from formula 
(1.1) for 6, in which the product of all group elements is always 
conjugate to g, . . . gp _ , . When we write T for V=C,?(G), we have 
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the map T: Cp(GP+‘)+C;(GP+‘) given by T(f)(g,,..., gp+,)= 
f(g 1, ..., gplkl -&-’ gp+1 ). We view T as a map from the Hochschild 
complex to the standard complex. Let h E R”(G); then 
T(h.fNg,, . . . . gp+,) 
= hk, . . . g,k, -.g,)-’ gp+,)fk*, ...P gp7 (g, ?Y,)-’ s,+,) 
=hk,+,)fh . . . . gp, k, . ..g.)-’ g,+,) 
= v .fNg,, ..., gpv (ET, ...gp)rL g,+,). 
This proves (3). 
3. LOCALIZATION OF HOCHSCHILD AND CYCLIC HOMOLOGY 
Burghelea [6] showed that the cyclic homology of a group algebra k[G] 
is the direct sum of contributions from all conjugacy classes of G. The 
contribution of a conjugacy class is of a very different nature when the 
conjugacy class is of finite order or of infinite order. In fact, Burghelea 
shows that the whole double complex C,,(k[G]) breaks up into direct 
summands corresponding to conjugacy classes. In the same spirit, we show 
in this section that, for G a real or p-adic Lie group, there is a version 
C,( C p (G)), of the Hochschild complex of C,“(G) which is localized on a 
G-invariant open subset U of G. In this fashion, we go on to construct a 
localized version B,.(C,“(G)), of the double complex B,,(C,“(G)). 
Let U be an open set of G, which is conjugation-invariant. Then CT(V) 
is a differentiable G-module for the adjoint action of G, and one may 
consider the group homology Hf”(G, Cp( V)). The corresponding 
standard complex C,(G, Cp( V)) is the following sub-complex of 
C.(G, C,“(G)): 
.-- - C,“(GPx U) d CF(GP-‘x(J)- . . . . 
Under the isomorphism T from C,(G, Cc?(G)) to C,(C,“(G)), the sub- 
complex C,(G, CF( U)) maps isomorphically to the subcomplex denoted 
C,(CF(G)),, whose degree p component is CF(GP,+‘), for G$+’ the 
open set of Gp+ ’ consisting of (p + 1)-tuples (g,, . . . . gp+ ,) such that 
g1 ... g,,, E U. The complex C,(C,“(G)), is called the U-localized 
Hochschild complex of C,“(G), its homology is called the U-localized 
Hochschild homology, and is denoted by HH,( CF( G))o. Under T, 
HH,(C,“(G)),, gets identified with Hd’“(G, Cp( U)). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let U be a conjugation-invariant open subset of G, and 
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let f be a smooth conjugation-invariant function on G with support in U. Then 
feR”(G) maps C,(C,“(G)) to its sub-complex C,(C,“(G)),;. 
We note the following, which allows us to find such functions f in cases 
of interest. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a connected real or p-adic reductive algebraic 
group. Let U be a union of connected components of the open set Greg of 
regular semisimple elements. Let Kc U be a compact subset. Then there 
exists a’ conjugation-invariant smooth function f on G with support in U, such 
that f takes the value 1 at every point of K. 
Proof Let F be the local field over which G is defined. Let Q, , . . . . Q, 
be generators of the F-algebra A of conjugation invariant regular functions 
on the algebraic group G. Let p = (Q,, . . . . Q,): G -+ FP. Its image V is a 
closed algebraic subvariety, with ring of regular functions equal to A [30]. 
Also the image Vsing of G\G reg is a closed subset, the discriminant, which 
is the complement of the open subset p(Greg) [30]. The image p(K) is a 
compact subset, disjoint from Vsi”g. Hence there exists a smooth function 
h on FP which vanishes on a neighborhood of Vring and takes the value 1 
at every point of p(K). On the other hand, let k be the smooth function 
on Greg which is identically 1 on U and is 0 on every other connected 
component of Greg. Then the product k . (h 3 p) is a smooth function on G 
which satisfies all the requirements. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.3. ( 1) Let U be a G-invariant open subset of G. Then 
there is a sub-double complex B,,(C,“(G)),! of B..(C:“(G)), obtained by 
replacing C f ( GP) everywhere by C ,” (Gt,). 
(2) The b’ columns of the double complex B,.( C p( G) ), are acyclic. 
Proof Since g, . g, . . . g, _ , is conjugate to g, . . . g,, it is clear that t 
preserves C”(GP,). Hence so does N. We now have the formulae for b and 
b’, as operators from C:(GP+‘) -+ C,^(G”), 
b= i (-l)ib;, 
P -1 
b’= 1 (-l)‘bi, 
i=o i == 0 
where bi is a differential which involves a convolution product. It is clear 
that bi maps C,“(Gp+’ )U to CF(GP),, hence that b and b’ do likewise. 
This proves (1). 
As regards (2), one need only observe that the homotopy s in Proposi- 
tion 1.4 maps CF(GP)U into CT(GP+‘)U. 1 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let U be as in Proposition 3.1. Then the U-localized 
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cyclic homology HC,(C,“(G)), is the homology of the double complex 
B..(C,“(G)),. 
We observe that we have the analog of the Connes spectral sequence 
and the Connes exact sequence for U-localized Hochschild and cyclic 
homologies. The operators B, S, 1, and B’ are defined for the localized 
homologies. As in Section 1, B’ is the differential d2 for the first spectral 
sequence of the double complex B,,(C,“(G)),. 
Using the homotopy s, one may also construct a localized version of the 
double complex C.,(C,“(G)). The spectral sequence for this double com- 
plex has E’-term Ei,y =HZ-Z,(C;(G)), and converges to HC,(CF(G)),; 
the d’ differential is B’. 
In Section 2, we described an action of the algebra R”(G) = C”(G)G on 
the Hochschild complex C,(C,“(G)). We now extend this to the double 
complex B,.(CP(G)),. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. (1) The algebra R”(G) acts on the double complex 
B,,(C,“(G)),, as follows. For hE R*(G) and fe Cy(GP)L,, we put 
(h .fNg,, . ..v g,)=h(g,...g,)xf(g,,..., g,). 
(2) The map B’: HH,(C,“(G)),+ HH,+,(C,“(G)), is R”(G)-linear. 
Proof. The proof of (1) is similar to that of Proposition 3.1. Part (2) 
follows since B’ is the d’ differential in the spectral sequence for the double 
complex B..(C,“(G)), on which R”(G) operates. 1 
Let h be a function in R”(G) with support in U. Then the same action 
of h on Cm(Gp+‘) defines a map of double complexes from B.,(C,“(G)) to 
B..W;“(6),. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let G be a real or p-adic Lie group. Let U be a union 
of connected components of Greg. Then the natural maps HH,(C,“(G)),+ 
HHp(CT(G)) and HC,(C,“(G)), + HC,(C,“(G)) are injectiue. 
Proof The complex C,(C,“(G)), is the increasing union of the sub- 
complexes C,(C,“(G)),, for Van open set of the form Ugsc g&-l. where 
K is a compact open subset of U. Hence, to show that HHJCT(G))U --, 
HH,(C,“(G)) is injective, it suffices to show that, for such an open set V, 
the kernel of the map a: HH,(C,“(G)),+ HH,(C,“(G)) is contained in the 
kernel of the map /3: HH,(C,“(G)), + HHp(Cp(G))U. For this purpose, it 
suffices to produce a map y: HH,(C,“(G))+ HHp(Cp(G))(/ such that 
y0f%=p. 
As K is contained in Greg, according to Lemma 3.2, there exists a 
conjugation-invariant smooth function f which is supported on U and 
takes the value 1 on K, hence on its G-saturation I’. The action of this 
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function f on the Hochschild complex, as in Sections 2 and 3, defines a 
morphism of complexes from C,( C :(G)) to C,( C (7 (G))L,, whose restric- 
tion to C.(C,“(G)), is the natural inclusion C,(C,?(G)),c; C.(C,“(G)),;. 
Let 1’ be the map induced by f on homology. 
The same method proves the injectivity of the map on cyclic 
homology. 1 
4. THE HIGHER ORBITAL INTEGRALS 
Let F be a non-archimedean local field, with normalized valuation LX Let 
G be a connected reductive algebraic Lie group over F. Let H be a Cartan 
subgroup of G, Hreg the open subset of H consisting of regular elements, 
and U = Ad(G) . Hreg the open subset of G consisting of elements which are 
G-conjugate to an element of Hreg. We will construct a map of double 
complexes from the localized double complex B,,(C,“(G)), to the double 
complex B..(C,“( H)). We will use the following well-known facts: 
(1) For N(H) the normalizer of H in G, the Weyl group W(H) := 
N(H)/H is finite. 
(2) For hi Hreg, the centralizer of h in H is equal to H. 
We choose Haar measures dg (resp. dh) on G (resp. H), and take on G/H 
the corresponding quotient measure, denoted by dy. We note that dy is 
actually G-invariant. 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a continuous section o: G/H -+ G of the projec- 
tion map 7~: G + G/H. 
Proof. Since G/H is totally discontinuous, any principal bundle over 
G/H is trivial. 1 
We choose such a section c. We note the formula 
(4.1) 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let 4: CF(G’+L)L!+ C:(H’+‘) be the map 
4(fMo,...,h,)=j,G ,“,, +,f(~t-~~)ho~(~~)-‘,...,~t~,)h,~(Yo)~’)~vo...d~,. 
(4.2) 
Then 4 induces a morphism of double complexes from B,*( C ,“( G)),, to 
B..(C,“(H)). 
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Proof: We first need to verify that the integral in (4.2) converges. For 
this we note the following 
LEMMA 4.3. The map F: (G/H)‘+ ’ x H’+ ’ + G’+’ given by F( yO, . . . . y,, 
h o, . . . . h,) = (4y,) h,W,)-‘, . . . . cr( yr) h,a( yO)-‘) is proper over the subset 
(G’+ ‘)u of G’+ I. 
Proof of the Lemma. Let Kit G be a compact subset, such that 
K,x ‘.. x ..-K,c(G”‘).. We show that F-‘(K,x ... x/C,) is compact. 
Let (yo, . . . . yr, h,, . . . . h,) be in F-‘(K,x ... x K[). First we show that y,, 
belongs to some compact subset K. We note that a( y,) hOu(y,) -’ . . . 
cr( y,) h,a( yO) - i belongs to U iff ho . . . h, belongs to U. We have C( y,) h,, . . . 
h,o( yO)- ’ E K, . . . K,. Now, since N( H)/H is finite and the centralizer of a 
regular element of H is equal to H, the map from (G/H) x H to G, (y, h) H 
o(y) hc( y)- ’ is proper over U. Hence y,, and h, . . . h, belong to some 
compact sets. A similar argument shows that all yi belong to some fixed 
compact set. Since a( y,) h,o( yl) - ‘, yO, and y, all belong to some compact 
set, so does ho. One proves similarly that all the hi belong to some compact 
set. 1 
It follows that the integral (4.2) converges, and defines a smooth 
function. Let p2: (G/H)‘+ ’ x H’+ ’ + H’+ ’ be the projection map. Then, 
if f has support in a compact set K, then 4(f) has support in the set 
p2(F- ‘(K)) c H’+ ‘, which is compact. 
We then prove that 4 induces a map of double complexes. First we prove 
that 4 commutes with the cyclic permutation operator t. We have 
t . df )(h,, h, t . . . . h,) 
= (- 1)’ IO,, . . s,,, f(dyo)hdy,)-‘, ..-, a(~,)h,a(y,)~‘)dy,...dy, 
= (- l)‘~~,~...~~,“f(u(y,, h,dy,)-‘, .-., dyo)hdy,)-‘1 ho...&, 
= 4(t .f )(h,, .-., h,). 
It follows that 4 commutes with 1 -t and with N. 
Now recall that b and b’ are expressed as alternating sums of certain 
operators bi. Since we already know that 4 commutes with cyclic permuta- 
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tions, in order to show that q5 commutes with all the bi, it will suffice to 
show it commutes with b,. We have 
4(bo(f))(hm ...T h,- 1) 
= s I f(s, g-+J(l’o) h,a(.v,)-‘, . * (G,.H)’ G 
a(?‘,~,)h,-,o(y,)~‘)dg~~,...d?,,~,. (4.3) 
On the other hand. we have 
b,(qKf))(h,, . ..v k,.. ,I 
=j #(f)(h,h-‘h, ,..., h,p,)dh 
=I 5s 
. . f(&,) ho(y,)-‘, dy,) h-‘h,dy,)-‘, . . . . 
G:H G;H H 
o( yr) h,- , a( yO) - ’ ) dh dyO . . dy,. (4.4) 
Let ‘y: (G/Z-Z)“’ x Ha (G/H)’ x G be the homeomorphism defined by 
Yq j-0, . . . . y/r h) = (yo, ~2, . . . . y/, a(yo) My,)- ‘). 
Then Y is measure-preserving and transforms the first integral into the 
second one. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. The map 4: HH,(C,“(G))= C,“(G)/Im(b)-t HH,(C,“(H)) 
= C,?(H) associates with the class of f E C,X (U) the “orbital integral” 
jiunction I,( f ), a smooth function with support a compact subset qf H? 
This justifies calling the maps HH,(C,“(G)) -+ HH,(C,“(H)) induced by 
4 higher orbital integrals. It is interesting to observe that the map 4 may be 
written in a more compact form, using the cyclic permutation K of 
(G/H)‘+ ‘, 
4f Mb)= j (C,H),+,f(~(S(Y)).h.(T(?i)~l)dl: 
where )’ = (yO, . . . . JJ,) E H’+ ‘, a” := dy, . ..dy., and 4~) = (4yd, . . . . 4y,)). 
Hence the higher orbital integrals are somewhat analogous to twisted 
orbital integrals, with respect o the automorphism of G’+’ given by cyclic 
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permutation. However, Vigneras pointed out to us that this analogy is not 
perfect and is in fact misleading. 
To exploit these higher orbital integrals, we need to compute the 
Hochschild homology of the convolution algebra C,“(H), for H an 
algebraic torus over F. For this purpose, we use Fourier transformation to 
transform the problem into a computation for an algebra of functions on 
the Pontryagin dual I?. First we describe the smooth (real) Lie group 
structure on fi. Let T be the maximal compact subgroup of H, the quotient 
X= HjT is a finitely generated free abelian group. Let II be a uniformizing 
parameter of F, i.e., u(n) = 1. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let X.,(H) be the group of F-rational l-parameter sub- 
groups 6, + H. The homomorphism X,(H) --) X, which maps 1: 62, + H to 
the class of A(R) is an injection with finite cokernel, Hence X,(H)@Q 2 
x0 Q. 
We have the exact sequence 1 + 8+ fi + f+ 1, with X a compact 
connected real Lie group and f a torsion-free discrete group. This induces 
a Lie group structure on & for which X is the connected component of 1. 
Choose the Haar measure & on I? dual to dh. For f E C,“(H), let f be its 
Fourier transform. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let R(A) be the subalgebra of C,“(a) consisting of 
functions h such that their restriction to any connected component 2. x oft? 
is a finite sum of one-dimensional characters of 2, i.e., of elements of X. 
The map f t+ f induces an isomorphism from C,“(H) to R( fi). 
Proof: We identify H with Xx T; then fi~$x ?? We have C,“(H)7 
@[X]@Cp(T) and R(l?)%R(X)@@[T], where R(X) denotes the 
algebra of functions on the torus X which are finite linear combination 
of characters. The Fourier transform for X gives an isomorphism 
@[Xl 3 R(X). On the other hand, as T is a profinite group, the Fourier 
transform for T induces an isomorphism CF( T) 7 C[ F]. As the Fourier 
transform for H is the tensor product of these Fourier transforms for X and 
for T, the result follows. 1 
PROFQSITION 4.7. For i20, let Qi .(A) denote the vector space of 
smooth degree i compactly supported dtfferential forms on a, with coef- 
ficients in R(A). Then the map go@ . ..@qr.~(l/p!)qodq, A ‘.. A dqr 
induces a quasi-isomorphism of double complexes from B..(R(@) to the 
double complex 
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Q:,@) A sz;,,(A) L-- sz;,$Q 
0 
I 
0 
I 
q,m d- Q;,,(m 
0 
I 
Qwh. 
Hence we have HH,(C,“(H)) z Q’,.,(A) and 
HC,(C,“(H))~~sz:,(A)/d(al,‘(ri))oHI-2(A)$H’,-4(A)+ . . . . 
where Hi(A) denotes de Rham cohomology of the manifold i!? with compact 
support. 
Proof. This is completely analogous to a well-known result of [ 191 and 
to the description of the cyclic homology of a smooth commutative algebra 
given in [24]. 1 
We next give an explicit description of the isomorphism 
A: HH,(C,“(H))TSZ~.(~~)=~\‘X@), R(A), although such a description 
will not be used in this paper. Note that X* = Horn&Y, Z) is a lattice in 
the Lie algebra of 2, hence may be viewed as a group of invariant vector 
fields on !?. An element x of X gives an invariant differential form dx on I?. 
Use the notation u: H + X for the projection map. Call u(h) the valuation 
of x. When X* is identified (up to torsion) with the group of F-rational 
characters x: H-+ G,, we have (x, u(h)) = u(X(h)). 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let (x1, x2, . . . . xt) be a Z-basis of X, and let 
(5 1, . . . . 5,) E X* be the dual basis. Let f E CT(HP+ ‘) represent a class y in 
HH,(C,“(H)), and let w = A(y), a differential form on fi. By Fourier trans- 
form, one may view co as a A” X-ualuedfunction on fi. With this convention, 
we haue 
,(g)=l 
P! 
c Df(h,, h;‘h,, . . . . h,‘g) dhl . ..dh. 
lCil<il... -ci,CI > 
x dxi, A ... A dx,, 
where D is equal to 
580/109/2-7 
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Proof: We choose a decomposition H= Xx T. We actually prove the 
formula of the statement without the assumption that f is a Hochschild 
cocycle. We may then assume that f is equal to fO @ ... @ fp, where 
fj(xp t) = Lz,hj(t)~ f or aj E X and hi a smooth function on T. The corre- 
sponding element of R(A)@ (P+ ‘) is f=jb@ ... @jb, where fj is the 
function on 2 x f given by J?i(x, x’) = x(aj) - ’ hj(x’). We identify 8 with 
X* 0, (IPI Z), by associating with 5 E X* 0, (W/Z) the character 
xhe*” .A -lCe*x>. We then have 
dxi=2nJ-lx ($)dxi. 
I 
Now we have 
jb dfl A . . . h dfp= 1 j,G...czdx,, A ... A dxip, 
ifi. _.., ip 
hence 
= C d4(5i,, ak>),.j,kGpfO *f, *...*fpdx, A ... A dx,, 
il -z i* -z ip 
where we have used 9 to denote the Fourier transform, from functions on 
Z? to functions on H. 
To compare this with the formula of the statement, note that the integral 
over HP in that statement may be replaced by an integral over the TP-coset 
given by the element (a,,, a,, + a,, . . . . a, + . . . + ap _, ) of P. This shows 
that o(g) is zero unless u(g) = a, + . . . + ap, and in that case the contribu- 
tion of the ri, is constant on the above TP-coset; this contribution is 
the determinant of the InmiX ((r&, &)), Sj,kSp, and we have 
JHPf(hl, h;‘h,, . . . . h;‘g)dh,...dhp=(fo*f,*-..*fp)(g).Thisprovesthe 
proposition. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Write a degree p differential form on fi y a 
Ap X-valued function, with coefficients in C,“(H). Let 6: Q:,(H) --, 
BP+‘(A) be the map (&o))(h) = u(h) A w(h) (note that o(h)EX, hence 1. c 
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u(h) A O(h)EA P + ’ X) Then the following diagram commutes up to a . 
constant: 
Proof This may be deduced from Proposition 4.8 by a simple computa- 
tion, using the fact that any class in HZZ,( C,“( H)) comes from a class in 
HH,( C,“(ZZ/K)), for K a compact open subgroup. We prefer here to use a 
direct method. We have a commutative diagram, with 6 replaced by 
exterior differentiation d. Suppose w = q. 1, for q E R(A) and 1 E A” X. 
Now we may write d for such w as d(w)(h) = xj(aq/8xi) dx; A A. If q = i 
for f~ C,“(H), ti. q is the Fourier transform of the function 
h I-+ ( ri, u(h)) q(h). The Ap X-valued function on H corresponding to o is 
hwq(h)A; the A p+ ’ X-valued function corresponding to do is h ++ 
xi (ri, u(h)) q(h) Xi A A = q(h) o(h) A i, = o(h) A o(h). This finishes the 
proof. 1 
We now come to the abstract Selberg principle. Recall that an element g 
of G is called compact if it belongs to a compact subgroup of G. For any 
h E G, denote by O,(f) the corresponding orbital integral. 
THEOREM 4.10. (1) Let ~EK,(C,“(G)), and letfe C,?(G) representing 
the Chern character ch”‘(a) E HZ-Z,( C p( G)). Then f satisfies 
O,(f) = 0 for h E G non-compact regular semisimple. 
(2) If F is of characteristic zero, then we have 
O,( f ) = 0 for h E G non-compact. 
Proof: For (l), let h be a regular element of a maximal torus ZX 
We then have O,(f) = ZH(f )(h) up to a constant. We know that 
B’(ch’O)(a))=O in ZZZZI(C~(G)) by Proposition 1.5. Let K be a compact 
open subset of Hreg c U containing h. Let q be a function as in Lemma 3.2, 
which is smooth, conjugation-invariant, with support in U, and such 
that q takes the value 1 on K. Then the element f. q is also in Ker(BI), 
according to Proposition 2.4. By construction, the functions ZH( f) and 
Z,(fq) coincide on K. So it suffices to show that ZH(fq) vanishes at any 
non-compact element. 
The function fq belongs to Cp( U). The element ZH( fq) = 4( fq) of 
CT(H) is in the kernel of B’, since the map on Hochschild homology by 
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Q commutes with B’. According to Proposition 4.9, this means that 
I”(fq)(h) u(h) is zero, for any h E HCeg. If h is non-compact, then u(h) is a 
non-zero element of X, hence I,(fq)(h) must be zero. 
Now let char(F) = 0, and consider a general non-compact element h, and 
let h = sv be its Jordan decomposition, with s semisimple and v unipotent. 
It is clear that s is also non-compact. Let U be the set of unipotent orbits 
in the centralizer of s (a finite set). Let H be a Cartan subgroup containing 
s. Then we have the Shalika germ expansion 
Jff(f)(t) = c cm. I,, UEU 
valid for TV Hrcg close to s, where O,,(f) denotes the orbital integral off 
relative to su E G. As such t are also non-compact, the left-hand side is 
identically zero. Hence O,,(f) = 0 by the linear independence of Shalika 
germs (see [28, 26, 331). In particular O,(f) = 0. i 
Remark 4.11. We owe to Clozel this method of deriving the vanishing 
of O,(f) for h non-compact from the special case h regular semisimple 
non-compact, by using Shalika germs. 
5. LOCALIZED HOCHSCHILD HOMOL~CY AND SHAPIRO'S LEMMA 
Let G be a real or p-adic Lie group. In Section 2, for U c G a conjuga- 
tion-invariant open set, we introduced the U-localized Hochschild complex 
C.(C:(G)),, which in degree p is CF((GP+‘)U), where (Gp+‘)U is the 
open set consisting of those (g,, . . . . gp+ ,) such that g, . .. gp+ , E U. We 
showed that the homology HH,(C,“(G))+alled the U-localized 
Hochschild homology of Cp(GFis equal to the differentiable group 
homology H,d”(G, C:(U)), where G acts on C:(U) by conjugation. 
We now describe the localized Hochschild homology in the following 
situation: G is a group of F-rational points of a connected reductive 
algebraic group over a local field F, H c G is the group of F-rational points 
of a Cartan subgroup of G over F, and U= {gPh.g-‘:hEHreg, gEG}. 
We then have the following description of U, where W= N(H)/H is the 
Weyl group. 
~OPOSITION 5.1. ( 1) The natural map ,x (G/H) x w H’“g + U defined 
by p( 2, h) = g. h . g- ’ is a homeomorphism (and a diffeomorphism if F is 
archimedean). 
(2) If F is non-archimedean, Ccm( U) is isomorphic, as a differentiable 
G-module, to (C,“(G/H)@CC,“(H’“g))w, where G acts only on the first 
factor. 
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(3) Zf F is archimedean, the natural G-linear continuous map 
C’;(U) + (C,“(G/H, CF( H”g)))” between differentiable G-modules is 
btjective, and induces an isomorphism on differentiable homology groups. 
Proof Part ( 1) is well known; (2) follows easily from Lemma 1.1, upon 
taking the W-invariants. Part (3) is a more delicate affair, since the 
map from C,“(G/Hx Hreg) to C,“(G/H, C,?r(Hreg)) is usually not a 
homeomorphism. We show how the results of [3] imply that for X 
a manifold with smooth G-action, and Y a smooth manifold, the 
G-linear continuous bijection C ,” (X x Y) -+ C ,?( X, C ,7 ( Y) ) induces an 
isomorphism on differentiable homology. This will easily imply (3). One 
may resolve the differentiable G-module C CT (X x Y) by a complex which is 
C$ (GP x Xx Y) in degree p. Since G” x Xx Y is the total space of a prin- 
cipal G-tibration, one knows that C ,” ( GP x Xx Y) is a relatively projective 
differentiable G-module. Also, one easily constructs a continuous contract- 
ing homotopy for this complex. Hence the homology H.( G, Cc-(X x Y)) is 
the homology of the complex obtained by taking the coinvariants in 
this relatively projective resolution. This gives a complex which is 
C’,“(GPm’xXx Y) in degreep. 
Similarly, for the differentiable G-module C =(X, C CT ( Y)), one obtains a 
strong relatively projective resolution which is C ,7 ( GP x X, C ,” ( Y)) in 
degree p. Applying the functor of coinvariants to this resolution, one 
obtains a complex which is C (7 ( GP - ’ x X, C ;? ( Y)) in degree p. The homol- 
ogy of this complex is H,(G, C=(X, C’F( Y))). Now the two complexes are 
isomorphic; the fact that the isomorphism of complexes is not bicontinuous 
is here irrelevant. This gives an isomorphism between the homol- 
ogies of these complexes, i.e., between H.(G, C,?(Xx Y)) and 
HAG, Cx(X, C:(Y))). 1 
We recall the Shapiro lemma for differentiable homology, due to Blanc 
[3] in the real case and to Casselman in the p-adic case [9]. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let G be a Lie group over F, H c G a Lie subgroup. 
For M a differentiable G-module, let H act on the space of smooth functions 
G + M by (h . f )( g) = h . f (gh). Define the produced module P%(M) as the 
space of smooth functions f: G + M, which are invariant under this H-action, 
and have compact support modulo H. In the archimedean case, P:(M) 
receives the topology induced from that of C “(G, M). Let G act on P:(M) 
by left translation. Then there is a canonical isomorphism 
Sh: Hy(G, P;(M))7 Hjf’“‘(H, M). 
In degree zero, Sh is given by the following formula, which requires the 
choice of a measurable section o: G/H 4 G of the projection map, with image 
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Y. Let q: G + H be the map such that g = o(n( g)) . q(g) for g E G. Choose 
XE CT(H) with J,., x(h) dh = 1. Then for f E P:(M) and f its class in 
Hf”(G, P:(M)), we put 
fWf) = class of Iof .x(dg)) dg. 
We can now compute the differentiable group homology of C,“(U). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let UC G, as above, be the set of all G-conjugates of 
elements of Hreg. Then we have 
Hy(G, C;(U))r(H;‘“(H, @)@C,“(H’“g))W 
jjX@, C,“(Hreg) , 
> 
W 
where X = Horn F( G m, H) is the group of F-rational 1 -parameter subgroups 
of H. 
Prooj: It follows from the description of Cp( 17) given in Proposi- 
tion 5.1 that it is isomorphic, as a differentiable G-module, to the space of 
W-invariants in the produced module P~(C~(Hreg)), where C,“(Hreg) 
is an H-module with trivial action. The canonical isomorphism of 
Proposition 5.2 is W-invariant, so one gets another isomorphism by 
taking the W-invariants. Hence H,d’“(G, C:(U)) is isomorphic to 
(HJH, CF(Hreg)))“. So we are reduced to compute the differentiable 
homology of the abelian Lie group H. 
In the real case, the Van Est type theorem of Pichaud [25, p. 2331 
identifies this differentiable group homology with the relative Lie algebra 
homology H,(!z, T, CF(Hreg)), for T the maximal compact subgroup of H. 
This identifies in turn with the Lie algebra homology Hp(XBH R, 
CF(Hreg)), where C,“(Hreg) is a trivial X@, R-module. This gives the 
statement in the real case. 
In the p-adic case, one has an exact sequence of Lie groups 1 + T + 
H + X -+ 1, with X as in the statement and T compact. Hence there is a 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
E2 
P.4 
=H (A’ Hdi’(T Cm(Hreg))) P’4 ‘C 
converging to Hf”(H, Cp(Hreg)). 
LEMMA 5.4. Let K be a compact real or p-adic Lie group, and M a 
differentiable K-module. Then we have Hy”(K, M) = 0 for i > 0, and 
H$‘(K, M) = MK. 
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Proof. This follows easily from [3,4]. 1 
Hence the spectral sequence degenerates and gives an isomorphism 
The proposition follows by taking the IV-invariants. 1 
More explicitly, in degree 0, we get H$“(G, CT(U)) = (C: ( Weg)) Cc. = 
C ,“( Hreg/ IV). To see what happens in degree 1, we decompose 
Cp(Hreg)= @=,fi vnOC,“(Hreg),, where I’, denotes the space of the 
representation rc. As a representation of W, Xc :=X8@ decomposes as 
(X,)W@ i Xi, where Xi is the reflection representation of an irreducible 
Coxeter group Wj onto which W projects. Since Xi is self-dual, we obtain 
H,(G, C,“(U))= [X,woC;~(H”“)]O;C,“(H),~,. 
Note that by the Fourier transform, A” X@ CT(H) maps to /\P X@ 
R(A) = Q{,(A) (cf. Section 4). Hence we obtain from Proposition 5.3 a 
map o: HH,(C,“(G)), = Hz’“(G, C;(U)) + Q;,.(fi). 
Conjecture 5.5. Let F be non-archimedean. Then the above map w 
coincides with A 04, where 4: HH,(C,“(G)),+ HH,(CF(H)) and 
A: HH,( C ,” (H)) + sZcc( fi) were introduced in Section 4. 
hOPOSITION 5.6. The conjecture is true for p = 0 and p = 1. 
Proof: See [S]. 1 
To show the significance of this conjecture we note the following conse- 
quence. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Assume Conjecture 5.5 is true. Then if U is an open set 
in Greg consisting of non-compact elements, the periodic U-localized cyclic 
homology HC r( C ,“(G)) L, is zero, 
Proof It is enough to prove this in case U is the open set of all non- 
compact elements of the open set I/ consisting of all conjugates of elements 
of Hreg. Then V is the disjoint union of U and of its complement V,, which 
is also open. It is enough to show that the U-localized “de Rham cohomol- 
ogy” of C,“(G) is zero, i.e., that the complex 
. ..B’ HH,(C,“(G)) uL HH,+,(C,“(G)),,L ... 
is acyclic. 
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First we consider the similar complex for the open set V. According to 
Proposition 4.8, Proposition 5.3, and Conjecture 5.5, this complex is 
obtained by taking the W-invariants in the complex 
The direct factor HH,(C,“(G)), of HH,(C,“(G)), is the homology of 
the similar complex, with Hreg replaced by HEg-here Hzg denotes the set 
of non-compact elements in Hreg. Hence it suffices to show that this latter 
complex is acyclic. But this follows easily from the fact that this is a Koszul 
complex on the vector-valued function ht+ u(h)~X, which is nowhere 
vanishing on Hzg. 1 
6. COMPUTATIONS FOR SL(2,Q,) 
First we start with a-rather degenerate-version of the Van Est 
isomorphism for p-adic groups. For G an algebraic group over a field F, let 
X,(G) denote the group of homomorphisms of F-algebraic groups 
G, + Gab, where Gab is the abelianization of G. 
~oPosrrrON 6.1. Let F be a non-archimedean local field, let G be the 
group of F-rational points of a connected linear algebraic group over F, and 
let T be the abelianization of its maximal reductive quotient. Then the 
differentiable homology groups HH p’(G, @ ) are equal to those of T, hence 
to A\‘(X,(T)~Q=)=A’(X,(G)~~@). 
Proof Using the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for differentiable 
group homology [8], one is reduced to showing that HHfN(G, C) vanishes 
for i > 0 in the following two cases: 
(1) G is unipotent. 
(2) G is semisimple. 
In the first case, one may further reduce to a one-dimensional unipotent 
group, say G = F. Let A be the ring of integers in F, and let n be a unifor- 
mizing parameter. Then F is the increasing union of the compact open 
subgroups n M-n .A, and therefore C,(CF(F)) is the increasing union of the 
complexes C.(CF(n-” . A)). Each complex C.(CF(x-“. A)) has vanishing 
higher homology by Lemma 5.4, hence so does their union C,( C,“(F)). 
In the second case, we easily reduce to the case G simply connected. In 
that case we use the Bruhat-Tits building 9 of G (see, e.g., [31]), which we 
think of as a simplicial complex on which G acts admissibly, in the sense 
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that the stabilizer of any simplex is open. More precisely, G acts admissibly 
on the set 5$ of simplices of 9 of dimension i (for all j), hence the 
vector space @[q] with 5$ as a basis is an admissible G-module. Since 
the building is contractible, we have an exact sequence of differentiable 
G-modules 
. . . -c[q-c[~~,]+ ‘.. -@[9~]+c=o. (6.1) 
On the other hand, let A be a fixed simplex of maximal dimension. Then 
each 3 is the disjoint union of the G-orbits of the faces F of A of dimension 
j; the stabilizer G, of such a face is compact (it is a parahoric subgroup). 
Hence we find that the G-module @[q] is equal to the direct sum of the 
produced modules PEF(c). By Shapiro’s lemma (cf. Proposition 5.2), we 
have 
Since G, is compact, according to Lemma 5.4, this vanishes for p > 0 and 
is equal to @ for p = 0. Hence the resolution (6.1) of @ may be used to 
compute its differentiable group homology, which is the homology of the 
complex 
. . . -+ c @+ c c-9.... 
Ffaceofd,dim(F)=j FfaceofJ.dim(F)=j- I 
This homology is exactly the homology of the simplex A, which of course 
vanishes in higher degrees. This finishes the proof. 1 
Let now F be a finite extension of Qp. We now consider the differentiable 
group homology H,(G, C,“(G)), for G = SL(2, F). Let us assume that p is 
odd. Let U= G,, be the open set of regular semisimple lements of G. The 
complementary subset Y is the disjoint union of Y, and Y _, with Y, the 
closed subset consisting of unipotent elements, and Y- the closed subset of 
elements of the form -u, for u unipotent. We know from Section 5 how to 
compute the group Hi( G, CT(U)), namely 
Hi(G, C:(u))= @ [Hi(T, C)@CF(T,q)]w’r’, 
T mod. conj. 
where the sum runs over conjugacy classes of maximal tori T. There is one 
conjugacy class A of split tori; A is isomorphic to F*; the Weyl group 
W(A) has 2 elements. There are 3 conjugacy classes of non-split tori, one 
for each quadratic extension L of F. The torus associated to L is the group 
L: of elements of L of norm 1; W(L:) has one or two elements, depending 
on whether - 1 is the norm of an element of L. 
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We have an exact sequence of differentiable G-modules 
0 --, C;(U) --, C:(G) + C;(Y) --) 0. 
According to Proposition 3.6, the corresponding long exact sequence in 
group homology splits into short exact sequences 
0 4 Hi(G, Cp( U)) + Hi(G, C,?(G)) --* H;(G, C,i”( Y)) -0. 
So we need only to describe the groups H,(G, Cp( Y)). Each set Y, 
contains the open subset V, of regular elements, with complement he 
G-invariant point + 1. Since p # 2, the group F*/(F*)2 has 4 elements, and 
consequently each I’, decomposes into 4 orbits under the action of G. 
Each stabilizer is unipotent, hence has trivial higher homology by Proposi- 
tion 6.1. Hence, using Shapiro’s lemma as in Section 5, we find 
H,(G, C,“( Y,))=C4 and H,(G, CF( Y+))=O for i>O. From Proposi- 
tion 6.1, we obtain H,(G, C’<?( {f I} )) = C, and the higher groups vanish. 
Hence we have 
HH,(G, CW))=~E,, with dim(E, ) = 5. 
f 
Putting all this information together, we conclude: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. We have an exact sequence 
0-r @ C<?(T) W(T’-, H,,(G, C,“(G)) + @ E, 40. 
T mod. conj. * 
The group H,(G, Ccm(G)) is isomorphic to the group of smooth compactly 
supported W(A)-anti-invariant functions on Areg. One has H,(G, C:(G)) = 0 
for i32. 
Remark 6.3. It should be clear that the map H,(G, C,“(G)) + E, is 
closely related to the Shafika germs of the orbital integrals off [28] at the 
central element + 1. Indeed, differentiable group homology might be an 
approach to the study of these Shalika germs. 
We now turn to the computation of the cyclic homology of C,“(G). First 
we look at the localized cyclic homology HC,(C,“(G)),. From Connes’ 
exact sequence, we get the following. HC,(C$(G)), is-as always-equal 
to HH,(C:(G)),, which was determined above. HC,(Cp(G)), is the 
cokernel of B’: HH,(C,“(G)),+ HH,(C,“(G)),, where the map B’ was 
determined in Sections 4 and 5. The groups HH,(Cp(G))(I decompose into 
direct factors corresponding to conjugacy classes of maximal tori, and B’ 
respects this decomposition. 
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For an anisotropic torus, the corresponding direct factor of 
HH,(C,“(G)), is zero. For the split torus A, B’ appears as multiplication 
by the W(A)-anti-invariant function a + o(a); this function is zero on the 
compact-open subset Arg of compact regular elements, and is invertible on 
the compact open subset Azg of non-compact elements. It follows that the 
cokernel of B’ identifies with the space of W(A)-anti-invariant smooth 
compactly supported functions on Ayg. 
Since HH,(C,“(G)), is zero, the group HCJC;“(G)), is the kernel of 
the same map B’, hence it is equal to @ Tmod, conj, C <7( T y”) w r’. 
We now consider the homology of the quotient double complex 
B..(C,“(G))IB..(CP(G)),., which we denote by B,,(C,Y(G)) ,,. The homol- 
ogy of the quotient complex will be denoted by HC,(C: (G)) V. Since 
HH,(C<?(G)),= 0 f E, 7 and HH,(C,“(G)),=O for i>O, we obtain 
HC,,(C,“(G)),= 0, E, and HC,,,,+,(C<?(G)),-=0 for all m. We 
consider the commutative diagram 
0- HH,(C,?=(G)),- HH,(C,“(G))- HH,(C,‘F(G)),- 0 
4 
I 
B 
I 
Bt 
I 
0- HH,(C,“(G)),,- HH,(C,“(G))- HH,(C:(G)),.- 0. 
Since the map from Coker(B,) = HC,(C,?(G)),; to Coker(B) = 
HC,(C,“(G)) is injective by Proposition 3.6, the exact sequence given by 
the snake lemma gives two short exact sequences 
O~HC,(C,~(G)),I~HC,(C,~(G 
and 
0 + HC,(C,S”(G)), + HC,(C,“(G ))-HC,(C,"(G))y-,O. 
We thus have obtained the 
PROPOSITION 6.4. (1) The group HC,( C ,” (G)) is the group of W( A )- 
anti-invariant smooth compactly supported functions on the set Ayg of 
compact regular elements of A. For n 2 1, HC,,, ,(C,Y(G)) is equal to 
HC,(C,“(G)). 
(2) The group HC,( C ,“( G)) sits in an cxucf sequence 
O+ @ CT(TFg)@‘(=)+ HC,(C,“(G))+ @ E, -+O. 
T mod. conj. * 
For n> 1, HC,,(C,“(G)) is equal to HC,(C,“(G)). 
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Remark 6.5. For p= 2, Propositions 6.2 and 6.4 hold with the 
following modification: E, are now vector spaces of dimension 9 instead 
of 5. 
The methods used in this section should generalize to reductive groups 
of higher rank over p-adic fields, if one also uses partitions of G into sheets. 
However, we have no idea how to compute the Hochschild or cyclic 
homology of C,“(SL(2, W)). 
7. THE SELBERG PRINCIPLE FOR MODULAR REPRESENTATIONS 
Let G be a discrete group, and let k be a field of characteristic p. It is 
proven in [7] that the Hochschild homology HH,(k[G]) is isomorphic 
to the group homology H,(G, k[G] ), where G acts on k[G] by 
conjugation. It follows from Shapiro’s lemma that we have HH,(k[G])= 
0 y mod,conj. H,(G,, k), the sum running over conjugacy classes in G. Here 
G., denotes the centralizer of the element y. The cyclic homology of k[G] 
has been determined in [6] (see also [23]). It follows from [6] that the 
operator B’: HH,(k[G]) + HH,+ ,(k[G]) is the direct sum of operators 
B; : Hi (G,, k) + Hi + , (G,, k). We have the following description for B;. 
PROPOSITION 7.1 [6, 231. The component Bb: H,(G,, k) + H,+,(G,, k) 
of the operator B’, associated with the conjugacy class of y, is the map 
B;(u) =,u,(uv K), where K E H,(Z, k) is the canonical class, uv K is the 
cup-product u v K E Hi, ,(G, x Z, k), p: G, x Z + G, is the homomorphism 
p(h, n) = h. y”, and p., the induced map on group homology. 
Note that the canonical class K is the image of the canonical class in 
H,(Z, IF,) under the inclusion IF, 4 k. 
Next we introduce the analog of a compact element in a Lie group. 
DEFINITION 7.2. An element y of G is said to be p-compact if the image 
jj of y in H1(G,, E/pZ) = G;b/(G;b)P is zero; this means, equivalently, that 
the image of y in G;” is a pth power. 
We can now give the modular analog of the Selberg principle. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let k be a field of characteristic p, and let f = 
C, f(g)[g] E k[G] be an idempotent element. Let y be an element which is 
not p-compact. Then zBEG,oY f(gyg-‘) = 0 in k. 
Proof. The degree 0 Chem character ch’“‘(f) is defined in any charac- 
teristic and belongs to the kernel of B’: HH,(k[G]) --, HH,(k[G]). This is 
true for any k-algebra A and may be seen as follows. For e an idempotent 
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of A, c/r”‘(e) is represented by e and B’(e) = 1 @e - e@ 1. We have 
b(e@e@e)=e@e and b(l@e@e)=2e@e-l@ee; hence l@e is in the 
image of b and gives the 0 class in HH,(A ). 
The component of cI~‘~‘(f) in Ho(G,., k) =k is equal to the sum 
c gE G,G, f( gyg - ’ ), because the Shapiro isomorphism involves summation 
over G/G,. According to Proposition 7.1, the map B’: k -+ H,(G,, k) sends 
1 to the class 7 of y. It follows that (C,EGiG,.f(gyg~‘))jj=O in H,(G,, k). 
Since y is not p-compact, jj is non-zero, hence x’R E G’G, f( gyg - ’ ) = 0 must 
be zero. 1 
EXAMPLE 7.4. Let G = Ss (symmetric group acting on { 1, 2, 3,4, 5 }). 
Let y be the permutation (23451) (a 5-cycle). Then G,. is the group Z/5& 
and y is 5-compact. Let e be the idempotent associated with the partition 
(3, 2). To describe e, introduce the subgroup G = S3 x Sz which preserves 
the rows (1,2,3} and (4,5 }, and the subgroup H = Sz x Sz which 
preserves the columns { I,4 1, { 2, 5 1, and { 3 1. Then e = (l/24) xy, where 
?c=x,,Jg] and y=x:hE,,~(h)[h]. Then the 5-cycles (45123), (45231), 
(54132) and (54213) each appear in x. y with coefficient 1, and the cycles 
(53124), (24153), (51234), (34251), each appear with coefhcient - 1. There- 
fore the equality ~:gcS5,,G~ e( gi’g-‘) = 0 holds in Z[ 1,/6], so it holds for the 
reduction of e modulo 5. 
It is actually a remarkable experimental fact that, for low values on n, 
whenever a Young idempotent e of Q[S,] is integral at p and the element 
YES,, is not p-compact, the sum C,,s.,,s.~;e(gyg~‘) vanishes in Q (not 
merely modulo p); equivalently, the character of the corresponding 
irreducible representation of S, vanishes at y. One is led to wonder whether 
this might give a means to account for the rather large number of zeroes 
in the character table of S,. 
We study some of the elementary properties of the notion of “p-compact 
element” in the case of finite groups. 
LEMMA 7.5. Let G be a finite group, and let the element y be written in 
the form y = s ‘u, where s and u are powers of y, with s of order prime to p, 
and u of order a power of p. Then y is p-compact in G lf and only [f u is 
p-compact in G,. 
Proof. The centralizer of u in G, is G, n G, = G,, and the image of y in 
H,(G,, k) coincides with the image of u, since s if of order prime to p. The 
statement easily follows. i 
LEMMA 7.6. (1) Let G be finite, and let y E G. There exists a p-Sylon 
subgroup H of G such that H, is a p-Sylow subgroup of G.,,. Such an H 
contains y. 
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(2) Given H as in (I), the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(a ) y is p-compact in G. 
(b) y is p-compact in H. 
Proof: Let B be a p-Sylow subgroup of G,. There exists a p-Sylow sub- 
group H of G containing B. Then H n G, is a p-subgroup of G, containing 
B, so it is equal to B. This shows the existence of H as claimed. 
Let H be any p-Sylow subgroup of G such that H, is a p-Sylow subgroup 
of G,. The subgroup of G, generated by H, and by y is a p-group, so it 
must be equal to H,. This implies that y belongs to H. This proves (1). 
Let 7” be the image of y in H,(H,, k), and l/o the image of y 
in H,(G,, k). Then jjH maps to YG under the natural map in homology. 
Therefore (b) implies (a). Consider now the restriction map 
Res: H,(G,, Z/pZ) + H,(H,,, Z/pZ). We want to show that Res(T,) = y”,, 
for m = # (GJH,). This is clear since the composition of the natural map 
H,(H,,, Z/pi!) + H,(G,, Z/pZ) with Res is multiplication by m [27]. Since 
m is prime to p, it follows that the vanishing of YG implies that of 7”. This 
finishes the proof. 1 
As an illustration of Lemma 7.5 and Lemma 7.6, we will list all the 
conjugacy classes of p-compact elements in GL(2, IF,) and GL(3, IF,), for q 
a power of p. First let G = GL(2, lF,). If y E G is semisimple, its order is 
prime to p, hence y is p-compact. If y is regular but not semisimple, we 
have y = su as in Lemma 7.4 with s central and u regular unipotent; then 
H,(G,, IF,) = 5, and the image of y in H,(G,, [FP) is non-zero; hence y is not 
p-compact. Every element of G is of one type or the other, hence we see 
that y E G is p-compact if and only if it is semisimple. 
Now consider G = GL(3, F,), and let y = su as in Lemma 7.5. If s is 
regular, then u = 1 and y is p-compact. If s has exactly two eigenvalues, 
then G, is isomorphic to GL(2, ‘F4) x F:, and it follows from the above 
discussion for GL(2, F,) that y is p-compact if and only if U= 1. If s is 
central, y is p-compact if and only if u is. There are four conjugacy classes 
of unipotent elements. 
(1) The regular unipotent element 
( 0 1 0 1 0 1  
is not p-compact, since it generates the p-part of its centralizer. 
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(2) The subregular unipotent element 
is not p-compact. To check this, let H be the subgroup of matrices of the 
form 
( 0 1 * 10. * 1  
Then H satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 7.5. One has H = H, (as ;’ is 
central in H), Hab is isomorphic to IFi, the map H + IF i being 
1 a * 
i 1 
0 1 0 t-+(a,c). 
0 c 1 
The image of u in 5: is (LO). Hence u is not p-compact. 
(3) The unipotent 
1 0 1 
u= 0 10 
( 1 001 
is p-compact. To see it, let H be the group of upper-triangular matrices, to 
which Lemma 7.5 applies. Again u is central in H. Note that u is in the 
commutator subgroup of H, hence U = 0, and u is p-compact. 
(4) The identity is of course p-compact. 
Hence, for a central in G, and u unipotent, su is p-compact if and only 
if u belongs to the conjugacy class (3) or (4). 
In fact, a geometric characterization of p-compact elements in G(n, F,), 
q = pm, has been obtained by Elashvili [ 151, for G a classical Chevalley 
group, assuming that the characteristic p is big enough (compared to n). 
The condition on the corresponding partition I, > I, 2 . . . > I, = 1 is that 
for any 1 < i < I,, there exists some q such that 1, = i. He has also obtained 
similar results for all the exceptional Chevalley groups, except Es. 
We conclude this section with a characteristic zero analog of 
Theorem 7.3. 
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PROPOSITION 7.7. Let G be a discrete group, andf= CpEcf( g)[g] an 
idempotent in @CC]. Let LEG be an element whose image in H,(G,, Q) is 
non-zero. Then zfE o,o, f( gyg - ’ ) = 0. 
8. THE RESTRICTION MAP IN GROUP HOMOLOGY 
In this section, we use the method of Section 4 to give explicit formulae 
for the restriction in group homology. We first recall the definition of the 
restriction map, following [27, VII]. Let G be a group, and Hc G a sub- 
group of finite index. Let A4 be a G-module; then the restriction is a linear 
map Res: H,(G, M) + Hi( H, M), characterized by the following properties: 
(1) Res is functorial in the G-module M. 
(2) Res is compatible with the connecting homomorphisms for short 
exact sequences of G-modules. 
(3) In degree 0, the map Res: M, + M, is given by the norm map 
N G,H, where No,,(m) = CsEGIH s-‘m, for m E A4. 
We will give a concrete description of Res in terms of a natural 
morphism of complexes from the standard complex C,(G, M) to the 
standard complex C,(H, M). The definition below is inspired from the 
morphism $ of Section 4. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let u: G/H + G be a section of the projection map 
p: G + G/H. Let t,k C,(G, M) + C,(H, M) be the map 
9(f IV,, . . . . hJ = C 4Yo)-1 
(YO~)‘I.....yp)E(G/H)P+’ 
Then $ is a morphism of complexes, and the induced map on homology 
coincides with Res. 
ProoJ Let us show that tj is a morphism of complexes. The differential 
d in the standard complexes is given by formula (2.1). In the following, we 
use the notation y for a sequence (y,,, . . . . Y~+~). 
p+’ 
4t4f )I@,, -..v hp)= 1 (-l)iAi, 
i=o 
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where 
Ao=C 1 h~a(Y,)-*~f(a(y0)~-‘~(.v,)~-‘,...,~(~~,)~,~(Y,+,)-‘), 
hc H YE(G/H)P+~ 
Ai= c hcH ~t~~H~p+2u(YO)~‘~f(u(YO)h~u(Y~)~’~~~~~ o(Y-l)ha(Yi)-‘~ 
a(J!i) h-lhio(Yi+ I)-‘, ‘..7 c(Yp) hpa(Yp+ I)-‘)* 
for l<i<p 
A P+l= c c aYo)-’ ~f(4Yo)h,4Y,)-r’, ..*t 
heH TE(G/H)~+~ 
4Yp-,)hp4Yp)-‘T dyp) ~~(Yp+,)-‘). 
On the other hand, we have 
p+’ 
MU 19 . ..T hp)= c (- l)jB;, 
I=0 
where 
B,= 2 a(~,)-’ 
<E (G,‘H)P+’ 
Bi= 1 4%-1 .f(u(zo) b4z,rL, ‘.., 
,qsG <e(G/H)J’+’ 
~(zp-,)~p~(zp)--‘, g), for l<i<p 
B p+1= c c f(~(z0)~,~(z*)-‘~...~~(~,-,)~,~(z,)-’~g). 
geG ze(G/H)P+’ 
To show that Ai= Bi for 0 <i< p + 1, we describe in each case a 
bijection between Hx (G/H)p+2 and Gx (G/H)P+’ and verify that under 
this bijection, the terms in Ai correspond to those in Bi. We will just 
write down the bijection in each case. We use the section 0 to give a 
bijection Gr (G/H) x H, and we denote the corresponding projection 
G + H by q; explicitly, q(g) = 0(x(g)) -I g. In case i = 0, the bijection 
T: Hx(G/H)~+~~Gx(G/H)~+’ is given by T(h, y) = (a(y,)h 
Y,, )‘2, . . . . Yp+l 9 ) with inverse bijection T-‘(g, z) = (q(g-‘c(z,))-‘; 
ae&d, zo, Zl, . . . . zp). 
In case l<i<p, we use the bijection vi(h,y)=(a(yj_,)ha(yi)-‘; 
y, , . . . . Y;-1, Yicl9 ...v Yp+l) with inverse bijection U;‘(g, .-) = 
580/109!2-8 
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(q(g-‘u(zj- I))-l; 209 -9 Zi- 1, 7C(g-1U(Zi- I)), Zi, . . . . Zp). In case i= p + I, 
we use the bijection V(h, y) = (o(v,,) ha(yp+ ,)-I; y,,, . . . . yp) with inverse 
bijection V-‘(g, _z)= (q(gZ1a(z,))-‘; z,,, . . . . z,, 7c(g-‘a(z,))). 
Since we know that $ is a morphism of complexes, the induced map 
Ic/, : H,(G, M) + Hi(H, M) obviously satisfies properties (1) and (2) of Res. 
In degree 0, we have $(M)=C.,,~~,,,, o(y)-’ m, which coincides with 
No,,,(m); hence I(/* also satisfies property (3) and therefore coincides with 
Res. This concludes the proof. 1 
Let us compare this with the formula given by Eckmann [14, 
Theorem 7). The formula in question is given in terms of the complexes of 
homogeneous, rather than inhomogeneous, chains. When reexpressed in 
the language of inhomogeneous chain complexes, one has a morphism of 
complexes 5: C,(G, M) + C,(H, M) given by 
To identify this with 4(6,,, ,,.,,@m), we note that the equalities 
determine y,, y2, . . . . yp in terms of yO. In fact, y, = g; ‘y,,, y, = g; ‘g; ‘y,,, 
etc. Then the relation gj. o(g,:’ . ..g.‘Yo)=o(yj-,)hj implies h,= 
d&4g,T’ . ..g.‘~,,)). It follows that the construction in Proposition 8.1 is 
the version of Eckmann’s transfer map F on the level of inhomogeneous 
cochains. 
The relation of the morphism of complexes $ of Proposition 8.1 with the 
morphism of complexes Q of Section 4 is as follows. When we view c[G] 
as a G-module for the adjoint action, the corresponding H-module admits 
@[HI as a direct factor. Denote by p: H.(H, @[G]) -+ H.(H, C[H]) the 
corresponding projection. 
hOPOS~ION 8.2. We have a commutative diagram 
HH,(@[G]) (=Res HH,,(C[H]) 
r 
I 
T 
I 
H,(G CCGI) a H,(H, C[H]). 
Here T is the MacL.une isomorphism from Hochschild to group homology, 
described in Section 2. 
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APPENDIX: THE GROTHENDIECK GROUP OF 
NON-UNITAL ALGEBRAS 
We first recall the definition of the Grothendieck group of an associative 
ring A with unit, following Blackadar’s account for *-algebras [2]. Two 
idempotents e and fare said to be equivalent if there exist two elements .Y 
and J’ of A such that e = xy and f = JJX. We denote this by e h f: This is 
easily seen to be an equivalence relation on the set of idempotents of A. 
Two idempotents are said to be orthogonal (notation e I f) if ef = fe = 0. 
If e and f are orthogonal, e + f is idempotent. Let Proj(A ) denote the set 
of equivalence classes of idempotents of A. 
Let M,(A) denote the union of the rings M,(A) of square matrices, 
where the ring homomorphism M,(A) -+ M,(A) sends B to the matrix 
(t t). Let V(A) denote the set Proj(M,(A)). Define an addition law + on 
V(A) as follows. For [e]E V(A) and [f]E V(A), one may choose 
representatives e’ of [e] and f’ off such that e’ and f’ are orthogonal. 
Then we set [e] + [f ] = [e’ + f ‘I. The composition law + is commutative, 
associative, and 0 is a neutral element. For A a unital ring, the 
Grothendieck group K,(A) is defined as the group completion of the 
monoid V( A ). 
One may also define K,(A) as the group completion of the set of 
isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective left A-modules. The 
class of the idempotent eE M,(A) corresponds to P = A”. e (the range of 
the endomorphism of A” given by e, which acts by right multiplication). 
If ,4 is not unital, one constructs the unital ring A’= A @Z . 1. Observe 
that A is a two-sided ideal of 2, and a/A = Z. 
It is useful to introduce another equivalence relation on idempotents of 
a ring A (although we will not use it in this Appendix). Say that e is similar 
(notation, e = f) to f is there exists an invertible element z of A such that 
‘P-7 ~~ ’ =$ Clearly e-f implies e -.f: The converse is not always true. 
However, it holds “stably.” 
LEMMA A.1 (see [2]). Zf e-f in A, then e= f in M,(A). 
It follows that the relations - and = coincide on the set of idempotents 
of M,(A). Hence K,(A) is also the group completion of the monoid of 
similarity classes of idempotents of M,(A). 
Let us now consider the relative situation. Let B be a ring with unit, and 
.I& B a two-sided ideal. Let rc: B + B/J be the projection. Consider the 
monoid consisting of equivalences of triples (e, f, z), where e and .f are 
idempotents in M,(B) for some k, and z is an invertible element of 
Mk( B/J) such that zn(e) z-’ = n(f ). The addition of triples is simply 
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DEFINITION A.2. K,,(B, J) is the quotient of the group completion of the 
monoid of triples (e, J; z) as above, by the subgroup generated by the 
following types of elements: 
(1) the element (0, 0, z), for any invertible matrix z; 
(2) the difference (e,f;z)-(~~e~u-‘,u~f.o-‘,7t(u).z.~(~)-’), for 
u and v invertible elements of M,(B); 
(3) the difference (e, f, z) + (f; g, w) - (e, g, wz). 
We will compare this with the relative Grothendieck group defined in 
terms of projective modules, which we will for the moment denote by 
G,(B, J). For M a B-module, denote by H= (B/J)Q. M the correspond- 
ing B/J-module. Recall Cl] that G,(B, J) is generated by triples (k4, N, 4), 
where A4 and N are projective B-modules, and 4: &?a m is an isomorphism 
of B/J-modules. One introduces two relations among these triples: 
(1) Given exact sequences 0 + M, + Mz + M3 + 0 and 0 + N, + 
Nz + N3 + 0 of projective finitely generated B-modules, and given 
isomorphisms #j: ii;ii 3 Nj inducing isomorphisms of the exact sequences of 
B/J-modules, we have CM,, N,, d2) = WI, Nl, d,) + W,, Nx, CM 
(2) Given projective B-modules k4, N, and P, and 4: li;ir m and 
t+kNrF, we have (h4, N,d)+(N, P,$)=(M, P,lc/od). 
PROFQSITION A.3. The map from I&,( B, J) to G,(B, J) defined 6-y 
(e,f, z)++(Bm. e, B” . J; z) is a well-defined group isomorphism. 
PROWSITION A.4 Let Jz B be a two-sided ideal of the unital ring B. 
Assume that for all m, any invertible element of M,,(B/J) lifts to an invertible 
element of M,(B). Then &( B, J) is isomorphic to the kernel of the map 
K,,(B) 2 K,( B/J). 
Proof This can easily been proved directly, or one may appeal to the 
long exact sequence [ 11 
K,(B) + K,WJ) -, K,(B, J) + G(B) + &(WJ), 
since the assumption clearly implies that the map K,(B) + K,(B/J) is 
onto. 1 
COROLLARY A.5. Let A be a ring, and let 2 = A 8 h. Then K,,(d, A) is 
isomorphic to the kernel of the map K,(A) + Kc,(Z) = E. 
We may then define K,(A) alternatively as KO(a, A) or as 
Ker(K,(d) --, E). If k is a field and A is a k-algebra, one may also consider 
the unital k-algebra A +=A@k-1. We then have: 
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COROLLARY A.6. If k is a .field and A is a k-algebra, we have K&A) = 
Ker(K,,(A+) -+ K,,(k) = H). 
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